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ON THE ORDER OF A STARLIKE FUNCTION

BY

F. HOLLAND AND D. K. THOMAS

Abstract.    It is shown that if fe S, the class of normalised starlike functions in the

unit disc A, then

(i) lim    ',0gj°î(r\ = «A   for A > 0;
r-l-   — log(l— r)

(ii) lim     '0ë l[{r|lp , = ap-1    for ap > 1;
r-i-  -log(l-r)

and

(iii) lim     l°SlJJ'¡\ = (l + a)p-l    for (I+ a)p > 1,
r-l-   — log (I — r)

wherei'Ä(r) = 2™=i nÁ'1\a„\^rn,(a„) is the sequence of coefficients and a the order of/,

and where

1   f2jI
ll/r||p=^-ri/(^8)l' de.

The results extend work of Pommerenke.

The methods of the paper yield various other results, one in particular being

.. log+ n\a„\
lim sup-

logn

a result which has an analogy in the theory of entire functions.

1. Introduction.    Let p be a probability measure on the unit circle T, and define

the function/on the unit disc A by

(1.1) f(z) = z exp |-2 j*log (1 -zy) dp.(vy\,       z e A.

Then/is regular and starlike on A, that is,/ is univalent and maps A onto a domain

in the complex plane that is starshaped with respect to the origin.

Following Pommerenke [7] we call

a, = 2 max {p({y}) : y e T}

the order of / Since, by hypothesis, p is positive and j dp=l, it follows that

Oáa/^2. Further, ^ = 0 if and only if p is continuous; and a7 = 2 if and only if

/is (a rotation of) the Koebe function. If p is discontinuous, then a/>0, and p

has at least one maximum jump of height af/2.
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In [7], Pommerenke showed that if M(r,f) = max{\f(z)\ : \z\=r, (0^r< 1)}

then a, is connected to M(r,f) by the relationship

(1.2) (logM^/D/logíl-r)-1-*-«,   asr-^1,

a result which has an analogy in theory of entire functions. Using (1.2), Pom-

merenke [8] was then able to show that

(\ 3) „  - lim ^~r)M'(r,f)(1.3) a, - hm      M{rJ)     ,

where M' denotes the left derivative.

The geometrical significance of af is as follows. If a¡ > 0, then /(A) contains at

least one sector of opening Traf and no sector of larger opening. Thus the area of

/(A) is infinite if af > 0. On the other hand, a, = 0 does not necessarily imply that the

area of /(A) is finite. In the light of this observation and Pommerenke's results

(loc. cit.), it is natural to study the connection between af and the rate of growth of

TrA(r,f), the area of the image of the disc Ar = {z : \z\ ^r} under/

The present investigation stems from an attempt to extend (1.2) and (1.3) to

A(r,f). More specifically, we sought to prove that

(1.4) (log^(r,/))/log(l-r)-1->2a/   asr-^1,

and

H 5) 2*   - Hm fl-rK('./)
(1.5) 2«, - i™      A(r,f)-

It is clear that (1.5) implies (1.4). In this paper, a simple proof of (1.4) is given.

(1.5) seems to be very much deeper and a proof will be given in [6].

Some by-products of our efforts to prove (1.4) and (1.5) are presented in §3,

where, amongst other things, we derive results similar to (1.2) for the integral

means of/and/'. In §4, we study analogous problems for certain means of the

coefficients (an) off. In particular, we prove that

log+ «|an|
af = lim sup

log«

Notation. Throughout the paper, p will denote a fixed probability measure on

T, and/a function defined by (1.1). In order to simplify the writing a little, we shall

write a in place of a¡, M(r) in place of M(r,f), etc. Also o> will denote a point on F

such'that a = 2p.({o)}). We define the function F on A by

F(z) = zf'(z)lf(z)       (zeA),

so that Fis regular and Re F>0. Finally by a we shall mean normalised Lebesgue

measure on F, and we will adopt the convention that

jg(rt)d*(t) = ±j2Jg(re") dB.
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2. Preliminaries.   We begin by proving a general lemma.

Lemma 1. If2ß>\, then

da(t)     _ r(^-|)
W lm^-r^'1i\^-2V^W)

(l-z)-"= J cn(ß)zn       (zeA),

Proof. Set

then [10, p. 58]

, ,m      rç8+/i)
ar3) = r(/3)r(n+1y       « = 0,1,2,...,

n*-1
as n —^ oo.

Thus
r(/3)

írrSíw = S l^)l2'-2n      (o = r < i),
J   I1       ' ' I n = 0

1     •£■
~ FI 4 "2'"2r2"    asr->l,

17(2/3-1) ,asr-> 1
r^Xl-r2)2«"1

[10, p. 225]. This and the duplication formula for the gamma function gives (2.1).

Next we use (1.1) to derive lower bounds for |/| and Re F.

Lemma 2. For all z e A,

(2.2) \f(z)\ ä |z|2«/4|l-zs|«,

and

(2.3) Re F(z) ^ a(l - |z|2)/2| 1 -z<3|2.

Moreover, equality can occur in each of (2.2) and (2.3) if, and only iff is (a rotation

of) the Koebe function.

Proof. We shall only prove (2.2), the proof of (2.3) is similar. Fix z e A, z/0

and observe from (1.1) that

(2.4) log \f(z)\ -log |z| = -2 Jlog 11 -zt\ dp(t).

Now for t e Y, log 2 > log 11 — zt\, and p is positive. Thus from (2.4)

log 4|/(z)| -log |*| = 2 Jlog rj^J dp(t)

tMWi) log TrJ-^ = al0gTr^i
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and (2.2) follows. Clearly the inequality is strict, unless p. is concentrated at w, in

which case a = 2, and /is the Koebe function.

A straightforward application of (2.2) and (2.3), together with Lemma 1, will

yield the following result, the proof of which we omit.

Lemma 3. If a and b are nonnegative and such that aa + 2b>l, then

(2.5) liminfO-r)«"-1 j \f(rt)\*(Re F(rt))» do(t) ̂  ^'ll^tb + ̂ ß)^'

For ease of reference, we include the following theorem, a proof of which may

be found in [5].

Theorem A. Ifp>\, then

(2.6) ¡im (1-*- J>(rt)l> d„(t) = $gy. g HW.

3. Integral means.   In this section, if p>0 and g is regular in A, we set

\\gr\\P = ¡\g(rt)\"da(t)       (Oár<l).

With this notation we have

Theorem 1. Ifap>\, then

(3-D lim   iglSL»   -»-1.
r-l  -log(l-r)

Proof. Choosing a=p and 6 = 0 in (2.5), we have

liminf(l-FF-i||/||   > 2"-*r«ap-l)/2)
lira mi (i    r)       \\Mp =      4P^nrrapß)

and so

(3.2) lim inf   1.°8 \^p , £ op-1.
r-i    -log(l-r)

On the other hand, for t e F,

r 8 log \f(rt)\/8r = Re F(rt),

and therefore

r£r\\fr\\p=pj\f(rt)\pReF(rt)d<r(t)

Ú p(M(r))p JRe F(rt) da(t) = p(M(r))p,

since Re F(z) > 0, z e A. Thus

Jo *
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But, it follows from (1.2), that for every e>0,

M(r) = 0(l)(l-r)-a~e   asr-^l,

and thus (3.3) gives

||/||p = 0(l)(l-/-)-^-^ + 1    asr->l

giving

(3.4) lim sup     l?ë \^p . < ap-l.
r-i      -log(l-r) -

Theorem 1 now follows from (3.2) and (3.4).

We require slightly different techniques to deal with the next theorem, which

gives a similar estimate for/'.

Theorem 2. If (1 +a)p-1>0, then

(3.5) lim   ]°ë 'If11"    = (1+«)/>-1.
r-»l -log(l-r)

Proof. We have zf'(z)=f(z)F(z), z e A, and so, if 0^r< 1,

r'Url, = j\fi(rt)\p\F(rt)\pda(t) = JV(")lp(Re F(rt))p do(t).

Taking a = b=p in (2.5), it now follows easily that

(3.6) lim inf   l?8^p . >(l+a)p-l.
r-i    -log(l-r) _

To obtain the lim sup variant of (3.6), we treat separately the cases: (i) p> I ;

(ii) p = 1 and (iii) 0 <p < 1.

Case (i). p>\. Here

r'Kh = ¡\ñrt)\p\F(rt)\p do(t)

S (M(r))p\\Fr\\p = 0(l)(M(r))p(l-r)1-p   as r -> 1

by Theorem A. Consequently, using (1.2) we have

(3.7) limsup   'gLffK'Wlta y.      l +     i
r-.i      -log(l-r) r-i  -log(l-r)   ^ ^   ^

and the result follows from this and (3.6).

Case (ii). /? = 1. Since Re F> 0,

Pvll = j\F(rt)\ do(t) = 0(1) log (I-r)'1   asr->l,

and so

|i/'|| = OWMf/Hogfl-r)-1   asr-*l,
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from which (3.7) follows with/>= 1.

Case (iii). 0<p< 1. Set X=l/p, X'=l/(l-p). As before,

rp\\fr\\v = ¡\f{rt)\»\F(rt)\p do(t)

(3.8) fí (j\f(rt)\pydc:(t)yy(j\F(rt)\p*do(t)y*

= ¡frW'IfAW,

by Holder's inequality. Now since pX=l,

(3.9) \\Fr\\W = 0(l)(log(l-r)-y   UT-+1:

Also by Theorem 1 since apX' > 1 by hypothesis,

(3.10) lim   ^8 11^1"*'   = apA'-l.
r-1  -log(l-r)

Combining (3.9) and (3.10), we deduce from (3.8) that

p loS 11/7 L     ̂  apX'-I ■        .        ,
Typ -log(î-r) * -V- = 0+«)'-1.

and this together with (3.6) again gives (3.5). This completes the proof.

4. Coefficient means.    The function / defined by (1.1) has an expansion of the

form
CO

f(z) = 2 anz\       zeA.
n = l

In this section, we shall study the growth of the sequence (an) and the means

CO

pA(r) = 2 /r^HVS       A > 0,    0 ¿ r < 1.
n = l

We begin by stating an important lemma, due essentially to Clunie and Keogh [1].

Lemma 4. If0èr<l,then(n+l)\an\rnS2M(r),n=l,2,....

We now establish

Theorem 3. 7/A>0, ine«, vwïA the above notation,

(4.1)

Proof. To begin with, by Lemma 4 we have, for 0^r< 1,

r-i -log (1-r)

7\(/A + 1) = 2 (n\an\r»y- Ú (2M(r))Mog (1-r)-1,
r

and so by (1.2)

(4.2) lim sup    l^y0, Ú «A.
r-i r -log (1-r)
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Next, if A^ 1, a direct application of Holder's inequality shows that

PA(r)(log(l-ryiy-^ (M(r))\

thus

liminf   l?*™    >aX,
r-i     -log(l-r)

and so (4.1) is proved for A^ 1.

If 0< A< 1, then for 0^r< 1, we have, again using Holder's inequality,

CO 00

px(r) = 2 \an\rn = ^ (nÁ-1\an\Arn)Á(nÁ\an\1 + *r'í)1-Á
n=l n=l

/co \ A /   co \

á I 2 nK-1\an\Krn\ I ^ nx\an\1 + xrn\

n = l

= fttrpH^))1-».

Hence

logA(r)    < A    logier)    | log/WO
-log(l-r) -log(l-r) y-log(l-r)

Since Mt/^.Pit/), we obtain from this and (1.2) that

a < X lim inf   lpgy)   +(1 _ A)(I + A)a
r-i    -log(l-r)

(In the last expression we have used (4.1) for the case Aäl, already proved.) Thus

(4.3) aX < lim inf   '^y..
r-*i    -log(l-r)

From (4.2) and (4.3) we obtain (4.1) for 0< A< 1.

Corollary. If nA(r) denotes the area of the image o/Ar under fi then

lim    ^ y , = 2«.
r-i -log(l-r)

Proof. It is well known that, for 0 S r < 1,

A(r) = 2 »|an|2r2" = P2(r2),

and so the corollary follows immediately from (4.1).

Remark. If A = 1, then Theorem 3 shows that

lim —:-j-.-;  = a,
-log(l-r)

where P1(r) = 2„œ=i \an\rn, Ogr<l.

The following theorem, which we state without proof, can be proved using

similar arguments to those used in Theorem 3.
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Theorem 4. IfX>0 and aX-X +1 >0, then

CO

log 2  \an\Krn

lim—^~-r- = aA-A + 1.
r-i   -log(l-r)

The next result connects the sequence of coefficients (an), with the order a, and

has an analogy in the theory of entire functions.

Theorem 5.

(4.4) hm sup —-.-'-^ = a.
n-«        log«

Proof. Since   the   Bieberbach   conjecture   holds   for   starlike   functions   [4]

n\an\^n2,n=l,2,..., thus

0<!°^W<2,       «=1,2,....
log«

Set

..           log+ n\an\
t = hm sup —°.-,-Jii>

n-oo log«

and let £>0 be given. Then there exists TV such that n\an\ <nz + s for all n>N. Hence

co N oo

M(r) ¿ 2 \a-vn - 2 kir"+ 2 kirn
n=l n=l n=N+1

W oo

2 K|rn+   2   nl + e-1rn = OOXl-r)"1-*   asr-^1,
n = l n = AT+l

which gives, since e is arbitrary,

.. logM(r)
hm sup     ,     ,.      , ^ t,

r-l      -log(l-r)

and so by (1.2) a^r.

On the other hand, there is an increasing sequence of integers {nk}, such that

«k|flnj >n\~e, k=l, 2,.... With rk=l — l/nk, we deduce from Lemma 4, that

2M(rk) £ (1- 1/«,)M1 -rfe)-' + £,        fe - 1, 2,...,

which gives, again since e is arbitrary,

.. log M(r)
hm sup    .     ,.      , ^ t,

r-»j r -log(l-r)

and so a 2: t. Hence (4.4) is proved.

Remark. If, in place of Lemma 4, we use Theorem 1 of [2], the above proof

shows that even for a close-to-convex function/ we have

..            log M(r,f)      ..          log+«an
hm sup —r—,,     \ = hm sup —-.-'-Jii-

r-l      -log(l-r) n-.» log«
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5. The growth of A(r). In this section we present a number of results concerning

the growth of the area function A(r).

Theorem 6. The map

(5.1) r^(l-rYA(r)/r2

is decreasing on the interval (0, 1). Furthermore,

lim (I-rfA(r) = 0
r-»l

unless fis (a rotation of) the Koebe function, in which case the limit is 3/8.

Proof. Since, by definition F(z) = zf'(z)/f(z), z e A, (1.1) gives

F{z) = ¡T^My)>     zeA-

Therefore, by the Schwarz inequality,

\F(z)\2^^2dKy) = \±^lRcF(z).

Thus, for 0^r<l,

j\f(rt)\2\F(rt)\2da(t) í ±±£j\f(rt)\*ReF(rt)Mt)-

But TtA(r) represents the area of the image of Ar under/ and so

A(r) =  2 n\an\2r2* =  [rtf'(rt)f(rT) do(t)
n = l J

= j\f(rt)\2ReF(rt)da(t),

which gives

rA'(r) <> 2 \^- A(r).
1-r

Hence

d i      at \ ^ o   l+r d , r2
- log A(r) ^ 2-^-^^^log^—^,

and the first part of the theorem is now obvious.

Let j8 = limr^1(l-r)M(r), and suppose that ß^O. Then [3, p. 170]

A'(r)~4ßl(l -r)5 asr^l. Thus lirrw (1 -r)A'(r)/A(r) = 4. From (1.4) and (1.5)

we deduce therefore that when ß^O, a = 2 so that p, is concentrated at o>, that is,

/is (a rotation of) the Koebe function. If /is a Koebe function then ¡an|=n,

« = 1,2,..., and

CO

lim(l-r)4yi(r) = lim (1-r)4 Y n3r2n = 3/8.
'-I f-»l n = l

This completes the proof.
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The following corollary is sometimes quite useful:

Corollary. rA(y/r) < 16A(r), 0 < r < 1.

Proof. (1 -\/rYA(\/r)/r<(l -rYA(r)¡r2, and the result is then obvious.

A similar result, with a worse constant, can be proved for any univalent function

using Theorem 1.3 [4].

Theorem 7. IfX^2and ||/|U=J \f(rt)\k da(t), 0^r< 1, then

(5 21 lim inf_'^A_ > _-_
1     J ™x    (1 -r)(A(r)f12 = 2X-1

The inequality is sharp for A = 2.

Proof. For 0 g r < 1,

ryl/rl»-A J|/Crt)|* Re^(rt)*^)

^ A (j|/(ri)|2 Re F(rt) d**))*'" = A^ir))*'2,

where we have used Holder's inequality and the fact that ReF(z)>0 for zeA.

Hence, using the monotonicity of (5.1) we deduce that

Consequently

lim inf_\IÄh_ > a lim (1 -r)a*-1 f —-_ds = _—.
™!(l-rX40r        ™ Jo(l-02" 2A-1

and this is (5.2).

If A = 2 and / is the Koebe function, then as r-*-\, ||/r||2~2(l — r2)-3 and

A(r)~6(l— r2)~4, giving

lim TT^h^ - 2/3>
r~i (I-r)A(r)

which shows that (5.2) is sharp when A = 2.

Our next result extends Theorem 2 [8] in two directions.

Theorem 8. Let a>0 and p^ 1, then

(5.3) \\fi;\\p = 0(l)(A(r)y2(l-ry-p   asr^l.

Proof. In what follows, K will denote a positive constant depending on a, but

will not necessarily be the same at each occurrence.

In view of (1.3) there is an r0, suchthat M(r)^K(l-r)M'(r,f), if 0<ro<r-< 1.

Now
CO

M'(r,f) ^ M(r,f) í 2 n\anVn~\       0 * r < 1,
n = l
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and so, if 0<ro<r< 1,

M(r) S K(l-r) ¿ «kl'"-1 ̂  K(l-r)J(^ n\an\2r<^   H% «""V

Thus by the corollary to Theorem 6

(5.4) M(r) Ú KV(A(r)).

If p = 1, Theorem 2 of [8] together with (5.4) gives

H/'lli = 0(l)M(r) = 0(l)V(A(r))   asr^l,

which is (5.3) when/7=l. On the other hand, ifp> 1, we deduce from Theorem A

and (5.4) that

r»lMp - j\f(rt)\»\F(rt)\pdo(t) í K(A(r)Y2(l-ry-p,

and this is (5.3) when p> 1.

Remark. In connection with (5.4), we mention that Sheil-Small, in his thesis [9]

considered, inter alia,

lim Sj"f A(r)/M2(r)
r-l  mi

and found the sharp bounds for these expressions in terms of a.

In conclusion we prove

Theorem 9. If0^r<l, then

r2 log (\6r~2A(r))(5.5) J|F(rf)_i|2¿CT(0^l!l5i
'■) log 2/(1 -r2)

Proof. Define ß on the Borel sets E of F by p(E) = p.(E), and let v denote the

convolution of fi and p.. Then v is a positive measure on F, and J" dv= 1.

Since, by (1.1)

F(z) = Jr^*(y)'    zeA'

= 1+2 2 zn ir^(rX
71 = 1 •>

1*/"" Re F(/7) ¿<r(i) = rn [yn dp.(y),       n = 0, 1, 2,....

we have

It follows that

JV(ri) Re F(rf) ¿a(r) = Jg(r2/) dp,(t),       0 ^ r < 1,
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for a variety of g, and certainly if g is the real part of a regular function. In particular,

if0gr<l,

Jlog (r~2\f(r2t)\) dp(t) = Jlog (r-'\f(rt)\) Re F(rt) do(t)

= 2 JJlog rj-L^r dp(y) Re F(rt) da(t)

= 2 Re J Ç (V My) [tn Re F(rt) da(t)

= 2Re 2 V If1 My)   vnMy)
n=l    "    J J

= 2ReJÇ fy"*(y)
11 = 1   "   J

= 2Jlog|l_r2y|^(y)-

Since J dp=§ dv= 1, we deduce that

Jlog (4/-2|/(r20|) *(0 = 2 Jlog Tj-lg^ ¿Ky).

But, for each y e T,

is a decreasing function of r, and so

r -+ Jlog (4r-2|/(r20|) <Wo/log j^p

is likewise decreasing on (0, 1). Consequently, the derivative of this last displayed

function is nonpositive, and we deduce that

that is,

(1-r2) log 2/(1-r2)

whenever 0^r< 1. Now

2 ((ReF(rt)-l)ReF(rt)do(t) =  [\F(rt)-l\2 da(t),

and the convexity of the exponential function implies that

2 [log (Ar-^ftrt)^ Re F(rt) da(t) è log(l6r~2A(r)),

thus (5.5) follows, and the proof is complete.
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We remark finally that, in view of (1.3), (1.5), and [6], the following problems

suggest themselves :

Show

(i) lim(l-r)§^ = aX   forA>0;

/••\                            i-    (í—^dWfWJdr ,    r .
(n) hm ^-ii/- i       — = aP- !    for a/> > 1 ;

r->1 ll/r||p

(iii) lim ̂ -"YJfydr = (1 +a)p_l    for (1 +a)p > i.
'-l ll/r||p

All these questions are open ones.
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